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Abstract. A hardware architecture that implements
a CFAR processor including six variants of the CFAR
algorithm based on linear and nonlinear operations for
radar applications is presented. Since some implemented
CFAR algorithms require sorting the input samples, the
two sorting solutions are investigated. The first one is
iterative, and it is suitable when incoming data clock is
several times less than sorting clock. The second sorter is
very fast by exploiting a high degree of parallelism. The
architecture is on-line reconfigurable both in terms of
CFAR method and in terms of the number of reference and
guard cells. The architecture was developed for coherent
radar with pulse compression. Besides dealing with surface clutter and multiple target situations, such radar detector is often faced with high side-lobes at the compression filter output when strong target presents in his sight.
The results of implementing the architecture on a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) are presented and
discussed.
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1. Introduction
The quality of a radar system is quantified with a
variety of figures of merit, depending on the function being
considered. In analyzing detection performance, the
fundamental parameters are the probability of detection PD
and the probability of false alarm PFA. If other system
parameters are fixed, increasing PD always requires
accepting a higher PFA as well. Standard radar threshold
detection assumes that the interference level is known and
constant. On the other hand, this allows accurate setting of
a threshold that guarantees a desired PFA.
In practice, interference levels are often variable. In
order to obtain predictable and consistent performance, the
radar system designer would usually prefer a constant false
alarm rate (CFAR). To achieve this, the actual interference
power must be estimated from the data in real time, so that

the detector threshold can be adjusted to maintain the
specified PFA, [1] and [2]. CFAR detection is a set of techniques designed to provide predictable detection and false
alarm behavior in realistic interference scenarios.
Several variants of the CFAR algorithm have been
proposed in the radar literature to deal with different
scenarios in radar applications. These different techniques
have been developed in order to increase target detection
probability PD under several environment conditions, especially to deal with two of them: regions of clutter transitions and multiple target situations. Although the theoretical aspect of CFAR detection is advanced, in radar related
literature there are few reported practical hardware implementations of CFAR processors because the high computational requirements involved in applications such as radar
signal processing.
Thanks to the advent of dedicated hardware multipliers in FPGAs, these devices now challenge general-purpose programmable DSPs for signal processing tasks in
many DSP applications. FPGAs have grown from simple,
clear logic components to complex circuits. A whole microcomputer system on a chip, including microprocessors,
dedicated DSP hardware, memory, and speed input-output
components, can be realized by them. Hardware resources
that are available and the speed that can be achieved are
often much greater than the requirements of the typical
problems that are before them. For example, in [21]
authors refer that proposed architecture requires 84 milliseconds to process a radar data set of 4096 × 4096 samples,
which is 30× times faster than the required theoretical
processing time of 2.5 seconds needed for that application
parameters.
Simplifying the development is now a key issue.
Today FPGA companies not only sell the chips on which
the user’s designs being implemented, but can also provide
many of the fundamental building blocks needed to create
these designs. Bearing in mind this, we have modified
CFAR detector architecture proposed in [21]. The design is
implemented on low cost FPGA and applied to a laboratory
pulse compression radar system. In modification, the goal
was to introduce on-line reconfigurability both in terms of
CFAR method and in terms of the number of reference and
guard cells.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related works are highlighted through general
CFAR theory review and CFAR hardware implementations
review. Section 3 describes in detail the proposed CFAR
processor design and implementation. The experimental
setup and application of implemented CFAR to a pulsecompression radar system is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 brings experimental results and discussion. Finally,
Section 6 presents concluding remarks with some suggestions for further work.

2.1 CFAR Theory Review
Fig. 1 shows a general block diagram of a generic
range CFAR processor. This processor consists of a reference window with 2n cells that surround the cell under test.
Each cell stores an input sample and such values are right
shifted when a new sample arrives. Some 2m guard cells
are incorporated in order to avoid interference problems in
the noise estimation. The spacing between reference cells
is equal to the radar range resolution (usually the pulse/
sub-pulse width). The reference cells are used to compute
the Z statistic and, depending on the technique, this operation can be linear or nonlinear. The Z statistic and a scaling
factor α are used to obtain the threshold. This scaling factor
depends on the estimation method applied and the false
alarm required according to the application. It is also related to the interference distribution in the radar environment. The resulting product αZ is used as the threshold
value that is compared with the cell under test (CUT), to
determine whether the CUT is declared a target.
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Fig. 1. Generic CFAR processor.

For any radar measurement that is to be tested for the
presence of a target, one of two hypotheses can be assumed
to be true:
H0: The measurement is the result of interference only.
H1: The measurement (y) is the combined result of
interference (g) and echoes from the target (d).
This can be modeled by:
H0: y = g,
H1: y =d + g.

(1)

(2)

If the values of the CUT exceed the Z statistic, then
a target presence is declared, i.e. the CFAR processor
outputs 1 if a target is present, otherwise it outputs 0:
1, CUT  Z
e( y )  
0, CUT  Z

2. Related Works

Input
data

Z statistic computed across the reference cells represents estimated interference power. The required threshold
is then estimated as a multiple of Z. The decision criterion
is represented by:

(3)

Fin and Johnson [3] developed a theory based on
arithmetic mean of the nearby resolution cells of CUT.
This is known as Cell Averaging CFAR (CA-CFAR). CACFAR was shown to be not efficient in nonhomogenous
environment or in the presence of interfering targets [2].
Other related approaches calculate separate averages of the
cells to the left and right of the CUT and then use the
greatest or smallest of these two power levels to define the
local power level. These techniques are referred to as
greatest-of CA-CFAR (CA-GO CFAR) proposed in [4]
and smallest-of CFAR (CA-SO CFAR) proposed in [5].
All of these CFAR techniques require linear operations
such as getting the maximum, minimum, or average of
a set of values. However, GO-CFAR detection performance in multiple target situations is poor and SO-CFAR has
undesired effects when interfering targets are located in
both halves of the reference cells [2].
To improve the detection performance on these situations, order statistics techniques (OS-CFAR) were proposed in [6] reporting better overall performance results. In
[7], two modified OS-CFAR processors that require less
processing time than the OS-CFAR processor were proposed. The generalized order statistics processors (GOSCA-CFAR, GOS-GO-CFAR and GOS-SO-CFAR) are
proposed in [8]. These processors achieve better detection
performance in the presence or in the absence of interference, so they are more robust than the processors proposed
in [6] and [7]. The censored cell-averaging CFAR (CCACFAR) is used for case of multiple target situations and it
is the first trimmed mean CFAR (TM-CFAR) [9] where the
ordered range samples are trimmed only from the upper
end. All these techniques require nonlinear operations like
sorting a set of values and selecting one on a specific position before performing a linear operation.
Therefore, the method for calculating the Z statistics
can be based on linear or non-linear operations on data
samples from the reference windows. The most common
linear processors are the CA-CFAR, GO-CFAR and SOCFAR. Basic operation in these processors is the arithmetic
mean calculating of the amplitude contained in the Y1 lagging cells and Y2 leading cells from the CUT. Then, the CA
processor estimates the arithmetic mean, the GO and SO
take the major and minor values of Y1 and Y2, respectively.
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The mathematical model of these three linear operations
for the Z statistic is given by (4):
(Y1  Y2 ) / 2,

Z  max(Y1 , Y2 ),
min(Y , Y ).
1
2


(4)

Common nonlinear processors are the OSCA-CFAR,
OSGO-CFAR and OSSO-CFAR; and their generalized
form called GOSCA-CFAR, GOSGO-CFAR and GOSSOCFAR processors. These order statistics processors rank
orders the reference window data samples and then select
the kth element of the ordered list. The GOSCA-CFAR,
GOSGO-CFAR and GOSSO-CFAR processors, perform
the selection of the k-th (Y(1)) and i-th (Y(2)) sorted value
from the lagging and leading cells, respectively. Then, the
Z statistic is calculated in a similar way to the linear
processors as shown in (5):
(Y(1)  Y( 2) ) / 2,

Z  max(Y(1) , Y( 2) ),

min(Y(1) , Y( 2) ).

(5)

A different approach to obtain CFAR, based on clutter map, exploits the local homogeneity of radar environment, in which the detector output of each range resolution
cell is averaged over several scans in order to obtain
an estimate of the background level [10]. In recent years,
distributed detection systems based on multiple detectors
with data fusion have been widely considered [11–15].
This is due to number of advantages over the centralized
detection system employing a single sensor.

2.2 CFAR Hardware Implementations
Review
First implemented analog, CFAR detection is today
almost exclusively performed with digital signal processing
hardware and software. Through the 90s, real-time radar
DSP systems were built using discrete logic. Many systems
were built using custom devices designed to perform
a particular function. The use of those custom devices
allowed DSP systems to become very small with high performance. However, they were difficult and expensive to
develop, often requiring several design iterations before the
device was fully operational. If such a system needs to be
modified, the custom devices need to be redesigned, incurring significant expense. Systolic architectures for CFAR
processors based on custom VLSI chips are proposed in
[16–18]. These systems were very difficult to develop and
modify, but in order to achieve the required system performance, it was the only option available.
Digital technology has advanced to the point where
several implementation alternatives exist that make the
processor more programmable and, hence, easier to design
and change. The introduction of the FPGA in the 80s heralded a revolution in the way real-time DSP systems were

designed. FPGAs are integrated circuits that consist of
a large array of configurable logic elements that are connected by a programmable interconnect structure. FPGAs
can also incorporate thousands of multipliers that can be
clocked at rates up to a billion and half operations per
second, and memory blocks, microprocessors, and serial
communication links that can support multigigabit-persecond data transfers. High-performance FPGAs store their
configuration in volatile memory, which loses its contents
when powered down, making the devices infinitely reprogrammable. Architecture for three versions CFAR processors (CA, CA-GO, CA-SO) on FPGA is presented in [19].
This architecture implements the average computations
with two accumulating processing elements and a configurable threshold processing element. An example of OSCFAR implementation on FPGA, using Virtex II
V2MB100 development kit is presented in [20].
A versatile processing architecture that implements
six variants of the CFAR algorithm based on linear and
nonlinear operations for radar applications is presented in
[21]. In [22] an embedded architecture that combines the
hardware and software components in a single platform is
experienced using a field programmable gate array FPGAbased PC-board. Software components and Altera’s Nios-II
processor accelerated by developed hardware co-processors are used to realize higher-order nonlinear operation
like automatic censoring of sorted data. A Real-time
implementation approach of a distributed CFAR detection
with noncoherent integration is proposed in [23].
Bearing in mind that modern radars usually work in
dynamic electromagnetic environment, CFAR detector
architecture should be adaptive as more as possible. In [21]
authors proposed a versatile architecture in terms of variants of the CFAR algorithm. So, changing CFAR method
on-line is possible, keeping number of reference and guard
cells constant. This was a base for an upgrade we done. We
modified this architecture making it on-line reconfigurable
both in terms of CFAR method and in terms of the number
of reference and guard cells. An example where it is important is ground surveillance radar with pulse compression [25]. Besides dealing with surface clutter and multiple
target situations, such radar detector is often faced with
high side-lobes at the compression filter output, so-called
'self-clutter', when strong target presents in his sight. It is
shown that changing CFAR processor architecture can be
crucial for making correct decision in this scenario.

3. Implementation of a CFAR
Processor
3.1 Sorting Block
Sorting data from reference window is critical operation, because of its non-linear nature. Hardware implementations using different kinds of sorting architectures
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have been presented in literature. In this design we investigated two standard solutions. The first one is iterative, and
it is suitable when incoming data clock is several times less
than sorting clock. The second architecture is very fast by
exploiting a high degree of parallelism. System is designed
and implemented by Xilinx’s System Generator™ and
ISE™ v14.7.
The basic building block for both sorting architectures is a compare-swap element (CSE) that compares two
input values and swaps the values at the output, if required.
A compare-swap element is depicted in Fig. 2. It can operate fully combinatory, Fig. 2(a), but it is common to add
the pipeline registers after each of outputs in order to reduce their critical path and latency, Fig. 2(b).
Fig. 3 shows the modified parallel architecture for
suffix sorting proposed in [24]. The proposed sorter has
parallel input load instead serial one suggested in [24].
This eliminates need for priority decoder and sorting cell
control logic in the CFAR processor proposed in [21].
Hardware design shown in Fig. 3 is actually an iterative
implementation of even-odd bubble sorting technique and
consists of n/2 CSEs run in parallel to build the even stage,
and the remaining (n/2–1) CSEs are used for the odd stage.
The input of the first stage is read directly from the leading/lagging windows registers. An underlying block is
fully combinatory CSE shown in Fig. 2(a).
For correct operation, sorting clock, clksort, must be
several times higher than incoming data clock, so the sorting operation can be done in one data clock cycle clkdata.
Read/Sort block works at sorting clock, and when it is ‘0’
the read operation is performed in one clksort cycle. Considering that architecture has 2 stages of comparators working
fully combinatory, sorting operation is done in maximal
n/2 sorting clock cycles where n is number of sorting elements. Hence clkdata should be n/2+1 times smaller than
clksort.
It is possible to reduce critical path adding pipeline
registers after the first (even) stage. Nevertheless, in this
version sorting operation is lengthened to maximal n sorting clock cycles. In this case clkdata should be n+1 times
smaller than clksort.
a
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Fig. 3. The iterative even-odd sorting block for 8 data.

This algorithm can be parallelized, by introducing
more CSEs, so that compare-swap operations from all the
iterations are performed in one clock cycle. Such architectures are known as sorting networks. The sorting network
that corresponds to the previous scheme requires (n-1)×n/2
CSEs, so it is not practical for large n.
Common architectures include more efficient
Batcher’s even-odd networks. Fig. 4 illustrates an evenodd network for eight input operands. The network could
operate fully combinatory, but it is common to use pipelined CSEs depicted in Fig. 2(b) in order to reduce their
critical path and latency thus resulting in a better throughput. Then a set of n samples can be sorted in
log2n×(log2n+1)/2 clock cycles (3×4/2=6 in the shown
example). The hardware cost of such a sorting network is
(log2n)2×n/2+1 CSEs. Extra pipeline registers in Fig. 4 are
inserted in order to equalize latency across the data lines
providing a continuous stream sorting.
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Also, the proposed CFAR processor architecture,
Fig. 6, has two n-input–1-output multiplexers that perform
the rank operation for the lagging and leading sorting
arrays. Given that the reference cells values are ordered,
the k-th and i-th value can be selected by the control
signals sel_k and sel_i respectively. The result of this
selection is the Y(1) and Y(2) values needed in the nonlinear
operations shown in (5).

1

0

Leading and lagging windows are the key elements of
the architecture for the realization of ability of on-line
changing n and m. An example is shown in Fig. 5, where
a user selectable 4–8–16-cells lagging window with up to 4
user selectable guard cells is presented. For linear CFAR
techniques, number of reference cells is set changing
Lag_end position by the control input sel_Nref and the
multiplexer signed as MuxNrefLin in Fig. 5. Values of 0, 1
and 2 of sel_Nref set Lag_end at the output of the 4th, 8th
and 16th data register. For nonlinear CFAR techniques,
number of reference cells is set inserting zeros in some
registers which produces zeros at the outputs unused in
sorting. When the control input sel_Nref has value of 0,
comparator Comp1 has value of 1 and multiplexer Mux1
produces zeros at the output inducing zeros in all registers
after 4th. These zeros have no effect on sorting operation,
so that only the first 4 are relevant. When the control input
sel_Nref has value of 1, comparator Comp1 has value of 0
and multiplexer Mux1 passes data from previous register at
the output. Now comparator Comp2 has value of 1 and
multiplexer Mux2 produces zeros at the output inducing
zeros in all registers after 8th. Four registers are added at
the end of reference cells registers in order to provide
guard cells. Number of guard cells is set changing Lag_out
position by the control input sel_Ng and the multiplexer
signed as MuxNg in Fig. 5.

d0

The proposed CFAR processor architecture has two
shift registers for leading and lagging window each consisting of n reference cells and m guard cells, parallel sorting arrays for reference cells, and one shift register for the
CUT, which is at the middle of these registers.

a
ab
b

3.2 CFAR Processor Architecture

For the linear operations presented in (4), it is required to add all values stored in the reference cells registers of the leading/lagging windows for computing the
average. In order to perform this operation, it is not necessary to add all values each time that one value from the
reference cells registers is inserted and deleted. Once
a value is inserted and other one deleted, the preceding
result can be used to compute the next result without adding all values. Only by adding and subtracting the newest
and oldest values respectively, the next result is obtained.
This whole operation can be performed by an accumulator,
which computes the average of Y1 and Y2 values on each
window. Accumulators are signed as PE_leading and
PE_lagging. The PE accumulator consists of an adder,
which receives the incoming value, a subtracter, which
selects the oldest value stored in the reference cells of
leading/lagging window, a register to store the accumulated
value. A left shifter that performs the division needed to
compute the average value is added later, in the next block,
Fig. 6. Because of the left shifter, the number of reference
cells must be a power of two. This does not restrict the
usability of this architecture as the number of reference
cells used in practical applications is usually a power of
two [1].
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Fig. 4. Batcher’s even-odd sorting network.
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Fig. 5. The lagging window.
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Ref. cells
amount (2n)

Slices count
(max. 3,758)

Speed [MHz]
(max. 350)

Process. time
[clock cycles]

Throughput
[MSps]

Efficiency
[Mbps/Slice]

8
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189.7
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6.08
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2.08
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35.30
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1
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13.44

32

983

283

1

283
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Tab. 1. Resources utilization for a Xilinx’s Spartan-6 XC6SLX25 FPGA device.

4. Application to a Pulse-Compression
Radar System
The achievable combinations of PD and PFA are determined by signal and interference statistic, especially the
signal-to-interference ratio. When multiple targets are
present in the radar scope, additional considerations of
resolution and side lobes arise in evaluating detection performance. For example, if two targets cannot be resolved
by radar, they will be registered as a single object. If side
lobes are high, the echo from one strongly reflecting target
may mask the echo from a nearby but weaker target, so that
again only one target is registered when two are present.
Resolution and side lobes in range are determined by the
radar waveform. In ground surveillance pulse-Doppler
radar systems, range-Doppler processing is usually applied.
It means that detection is accomplished in several Doppler
channels. In Doppler channels close to zero, ground clutter
is a dominant part of interference. In higher Doppler channels, thermal noise and self-clutter are prevailing.
The proposed radar processor architecture has digital
down converter (DDC), compression filter and CFAR
processor, Fig. 7. First two blocks are described in [26] and
[27]. The architecture was modeled using the VHDL and
Xilinx’s System Generator™. The behavioral VHDL description of this design is placed and routed on a Spartan 6
device by the ISE™ 14.7 tool. Currently, the whole project
is on XC6SLX25 device. Beside the main part described in
the previous section which calculates Y1, Y2, Y(1) and Y(2),
CFAR processor has parts for CFAR method selection, Z
statistic computing and threshold computing multiplying Z
and α. Architecture is on-line reconfigurable by control
inputs sel_Nguard, sel_k, sel_i, sel_Nref, sel_CA_OS,
sel_CA_SO_GO and sel_Alpha. The default configuration
of the CFAR processor uses 16-bit for data, 32 reference
cells and 8 guard cells and k-th and i-th rank-order sample
equals 12 (3/4 of leading/lagging register length). The
value used for scaling factor was α = 2.

5. Results and Discussion
Proposed architectures are compared in terms of
hardware resources, throughput and efficiency. The
throughput is defined as a number of processed samples
(CUTs) per second, whereby samples are 16 bits wide. The
throughput was calculated using (6), whereas the efficiency
with (7).
1 Sample
,
(6)
Throughput 
Clock time  Clock cycles
Efficiency 

Throughput
.
Number of slices

(7)

The first proposed architecture (with iterative evenodd sorter) produces an output result on each data clock
cycle after the latency period. The latency period is proportional to the number of reference cells, and the number
of the guard cells around the CUT. The latency arises at the
start of processing since the pipeline or shift register must
be full in order to output a result. System clock must be
n/2+1 (fully combinatory version) apropos n+1 (pipelined
version) times higher than incoming data clock, so the
sorting operation can be done in n/2+1 apropos n+1clock
cycle.
The second proposed architecture (with even-odd
sorting network) produces an output result on each system
clock cycle after the latency period. Once the data stream
starts, after 2n+2m+1+Nsort clock cycles, the CFAR architecture produces a valid output each clock cycle. So data
processing time in this case equals one clock cycle.
The architecture was synthesized for a Xilinx’s
XC6SLX25 Spartan 6 FPGA device using different number of reference cells. Tab. 1 summarizes the results in
terms of FPGA hardware resources utilization including
four guard cells at each side of the CUT and excluding
DDC and compressor. All these three configurations use
16-bit to represent input data.
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With a greater configuration of the CFAR detector of
16-bits of data, 32 reference cells and 8 guard cells, the
first architecture, with non-pipelined CSEs stages in sorting windows, achieved a throughput of 20.2 MSps, with
a clock frequency of 181.6 MHz, 514 used slices and 9
clock cycles resulting in efficiency of 0.64 Mbps/Slice on
XC6SLX25 device. Adding pipeline registers between
even and odd CSE stages in the second architecture reduced critical path resulting in speed increasing to
315.7 MHz. Nevertheless, in this version sorting operation
is lengthened to 17 sorting clock cycles, so there is no
significant changes in achieved throughput (18.6 MSps)
and efficiency (0.56 MSps/Slice). The third architecture,
with full parallel sorting networks, produces results in each
clock cycle, so achieved throughput is an order of magnitude increased (283 MSps). On the other hand, architecture
is implemented using 983 slices resulting in efficiency of
4.64 Mbps/Slice.
Hence, the first two versions are suitable when incoming data clock is several times less than sorting clock
because of lower space occupancy. In this case it is of
order 20 MSps (at 2n = 32) which is sufficient if signal
bandwidth is smaller than 20 MHz, i.e. radar range resolution is not less than 7.5 m. In the state of the art HRR radars (High Resolution Range) where the radar range resolution is below 1 m, signal bandwidth is order of hundreds
MHz, throughput is order of hundreds MSps, so the third
CFAR architecture is the only option. Implemented on this
low cost platform, this hardware design achieves throughput of 283 MSamples/s (at 2n = 32) which is sufficient if
signal bandwidth is smaller than 283 MHz, i.e. radar range
resolution is not less than 0.53 m.
To validate the results of the proposed CFAR processor, the experimentally generated data were passed through
the pulse compressor and six selected variants of the CFAR
algorithm. Input data, i.e. uncompressed radar video signal,
were obtained from a waveform generator. It is a typical
choice using long pulses in radars which has small transmitting power, e.g. ground surveillance portable radars
[25]. In order to achieve resolution of order tens to hundred
meters, bandwidth of order MHz is used. In this case we
use chirp signal with duration T = 100 μs and bandwidth
B = 1 MHz. Signal is sampled at frequency of 1 MHz, so
TB = 100 samples per pulse are obtained and compressor
has 100 complex coefficients. CFAR input data, i.e. range
profiles were obtained from the output of the radar compressor. The results from the output of the CFAR processor
(default configuration) are sent to DAC and shown on
digital scope. Fig. 8 shows the resulting threshold calculated by the linear (Fig. 8(a)) and nonlinear (Fig. 8(b))
CFAR detectors implemented in hardware using as input
the radar receiver range profile when single target is present. It is a typical situation in pulse compression radars in
higher Doppler channels when a strong target is in radar
scope. Sharp main lobe at zero time represents this target.
Side-lobes at the output of radar compression filter, often
named as ‘self clutter’, are dominant part of interference.
Side-lobes near the main and side-lobes at the edge (far

side-lobes) are emphasized, so they can be considered as
regions of clutter transitions. At first glance, there are not
significant differences among the thresholds in the middle
side-lobes region. In the near side-lobes region, linear
techniques, CA and CA-GO, overvalue self-clutter, while
both smallest-of techniques, CA-SO and OS-SO, undervalue it. In the far side-lobes region, all techniques undervalue the greatest side-lobe occurring false alarms. Conclude OS-CA CFAR exerts the best agreement in shape
with self clutter. As problem with far side-lobes exists in
all these CFAR processors, some kind of side-lobes shaping should be applied in the receiver. Mismatching the
receiver is commonly technique [27].
To compare the results of the implemented CFAR
processor to the theoretical, the six selected variants of the
CFAR algorithm were modeled in software using
MATLAB® and compared to the measured data at the
output of the proposed hardware design. The results are
similar for all processors. There are small differences between the thresholds calculated in software and hardware
caused primarily by ADC and DAC. As an example, the
comparison between real and theoretical thresholds when
OS-CA CFAR is applied is shown in Fig. 9. Measured and
simulated data manifest high similarity in shape. Difference is made by presence of noise in measured data. It can
be caused by filter imperfection in DAC board. A modified
configuration of CFAR with 2n = 8 reference cells and
2m = 0 guard cells is used. It is clear that this configuration
valuate far side-lobes quite better than default one, so there
is no false alarms.
Fig. 10 clarifies the way we obtain Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
There is the radar receiver range profile and threshold
calculated by CFAR processor on the oscilloscope screen.
Control pins from Fig. 6 are changed choosing CFARs one
by one. Obtained data from the scope are stored on personal computer and reproduced by MATLAB®.

6. Conclusion
A hardware design that implements a CFAR processor using higher-level blocks and system-level hardware
design tools, actually Xilinx’s System Generator™ for
Matlab Simulink™, is presented. The availability of such
varied libraries of functions and the blank canvas of the
FPGA brings great power to even the smallest design team.
They no longer have to rely on internal experts in certain
areas, allowing them to concentrate on the overall design.
Hence, thanks to the upgrade of low cost FPGA technology and hardware design tools, we designed one generalized CFAR processor for various types of CFAR
methods instead of several specialized ones.
The system has been implemented on a Spartan6
FPGA by Xilinx achieving real-time execution times and
minimum levels of error between the ideal results and the
real ones obtained from the hardware implementation. The
hardware resources utilization and speed has been analyzed
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Fig. 8. Radar receiver range profile and thresholds calculated by the (a) linear and (b) nonlinear CFAR detector implemented in hardware.
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[9] RICKARD, J. T., DILLARD, G. M. Adaptive detection algorithms
for multiple target situations. IEEE Transactions on Aerospace
and Electronic Systems, 1977, vol. 13, no. 4, p. 338 - 343.
[10] NITZBERG, S. Clutter map CFAR analysis. IEEE Transactions on
Aerospace and Electronic Systems, 1986, vol. 22, no. 4, p. 419 to
421.
[11] ELIAS-FUSTE, A. R., BROQUETAS-IBARS, A., ANTEQUERA,
J. P., YUSTE, J. C. M. CFAR data fusion center with
inhomogeneous receivers. IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and
Electronic Systems, 1992, vol. 28, no. 1, p. 276 - 285.

Fig. 10. Radar receiver range profile and threshold on the
oscilloscope screen.

modifying the number of the used reference cells. The
results show that this module can be successfully used in
the development of high performance multi-mode radar/
sonar systems as a part of radar signal processor in chip.
The design exploration is performed for the CA and
OS CFAR techniques to satisfy high-resolution target detection, with range resolution of 0.53 m when 32 reference
cells and 8 guard cells are used. Proposed hardware design
has the advantages of being simple and fast with a low
development cost. Also, the performance of the prototype
hardware setup proved the concept of the design within
a reasonable design time.
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